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Rebuilding temporary church in TiBrache

Recently heavy rains and winds blew across the island of Haiti causing our small temporary church in Ti-Brache to
collapse. Since we are putting a focus on building a permanent church in Neply now, we will rebuild another temporary
church in Ti-Brache that should last at least another 18 months until we can hopefully build the church this village
needs too!
What the enemy intends for bad, God always in His time somehow works out for good, but the key is “NOT” giving up or
getting discouraged! As we keep moving forward, God eventually sends the breakthroughs we need after the testing
time is over!
Our school in Ti-Brache just opened again for another year! The school in this village was built following the earthquake
and this summer we added 2 more classrooms! Our current registration is 250 Primary children. In a few weeks, we will
add high school classes and Trades for older students.
The only true Failure in life is when someone gives up completely! Trials will come our way that will knock us down, but
as long as we get up again, we will experience VICTORY in all things! Thank-you for your prayers and financial support
that keeps us going!
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Excitement Fills The Air Again

Eager to get working

M

Trucks of supplies begin to roll onto the property

Over 5,000 people gather to pray

iracles do happen for Real! In our past newsletter I mentioned how we desperately needed a miracle in order to build the people of Neply a new and permanent church to hold at least 1000 people! Following the earthquake we put up a
temporary church which we knew would not last for much more than a year. With all the rebuilding we have had to do and the responsibility to maintain our other projects, keep other programs running, plus provide food and shelter to those in
crisis, we did not have any extra funds to put towards building this church/community centre that these people need. I have kept putting a great responsibility on the church people and community to pray in their miracle. Recently again, over
5000 people gathered on the land to hold special services and fast and pray for a financial breakthrough! Miraculously in August, our first breakthrough came and God gave us what we needed to start buying supplies. In September another breakthrough
came to actually begin building the foundation on the new church! As I shared the news with the people in Neply, a few of the ones who will be working on this project gathered in front of the temporary church which took a beating in the last storm and
they are waving with excitement as they prepare to get working! As with every one of our mission projects, this is not just a building being put up. It will provide lots of jobs for both men and women and many of them now will be able to move forward
in their own personal lives. Some of them who could never send their children to school will be able to do so. Some who can’t afford any housing will now be able to build a small home for their family. Some who can’t afford food will be able to feed
their families! In some way,the building of this church will impact hundreds of peoples lives! At the end of it all, it will have also created a greater unity and bond between the villagers and this building will definitely be the backbone of Neply! It will also
be a place of refuge for those who need to take shelter during hurricanes and tropical storms. Most of all, it will be a place that speaks of Hope, Love and The Compassion of God! As the Name of Jesus is lifted up, people will be drawn to Him and saved
from eternal death!
Heartfelt thanks is sent to EVERYONE who has STOOD by our side through every situation, trial and challenge we have faced during the past 16 years as we have ministered to the people of Haiti with what God has placed in our hand through YOU! God
works through PEOPLE! People are the vessels God uses to make Miracles Happen! Excitement and Hope fills the air today to see another Miracle in the works!!

God cannot Bless What You Haven’t Started Doing....SO.....We’re now getting started!!

